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Abstract-In this paper a new systematic switching control
approach to adaptive stabilization of parameters uncertain linear
systems is presented. One feature of this approach based on
feasible controller set is its controller falsification capability,
which is manifested as the rapid convergence of the switching
controller, another feature is its capability of improving the close-
loop transient response and reducing computation burden. In
addition, the potential advantages of the presented approach
include the applicability to both continuous and discrete
uncertainty system and the simplicity of the stability analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the traditional design of controllers for plant
uncertainty, the general approaches often adapted are adaptive
control and robust control. As far as adaptive control is
concerned, if sudden change in plant dynamic happens due to
operating environment, component failure or external
influence, the transient response may be poor and system is
even unstable. As for robust control (H2, H and the like),
they can only deal with the model of which uncertainties are
"'sufficiently small".

To cope with "large model uncertainties" and improve
transient response, switching control is developed in recent
years [1]-[9]. There are two kinds of switching control
methods: (1) Evaluating every candidate controller's
performance by applying it to the process in a predetermined
sequence [1]-[4]; (2) orchestrating feedback controllers into
the process of switching from a precomputed finite
(continuum) set of fixed controllers based on certain online
estimation [5]-[8]. The first method has the advantage of light
computation burden, but the controller search may converge
very slowly resulting in excessive transients which renders the
system unstable in a practical sense; the second method can
improve the system transient response, however the
computation burden of this method is heavy when more
models are considered and several issue still remain
unresolved, these include the controller being nonconvergent
and the proofs of stability being too complicated [5].

In this paper, a new class of adaptive switching
mechanisms is presented to overcome the drawbacks
mentioned above. This approach is based on the feasible
controller set which incorporates simultaneous falsification of a
number of controllers and therefore, improves controller
converge rate and reduces online estimation computation
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burden. The potential advantages of this approach include the
finite convergence for switching, the simplicity of the stability
analysis and the applicability to both continuous and discrete
system.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND BASIC LEMMA

It is assumed that the uncertain plant to be controlled may
be described by a model Pm contained in a finite set P of
parameter uncertain continuous linear system models, and
assumed that a finite set of robust controllersf{Hii },
i=1,2.... s, se N, has been found so that for each plant Pie
P, i=1,2.... s, there exists one controller Eii i=1 ,2....... s,

so that the resulting closed-loop system{Pi, Hi } is stable, a

switching control algorithm is proposed in this paper to select
the real controller out of controller set { H I with the property
of stability of closed-loop system.
Where

s

p =uPi
i=l

[x = AiX + Bilu + Bi2o
Pi: Y= Ci+x+Dil2C

Lz = Ci2x +Di2u +Di22C0

(1)

Ai Ani + AAi i=1,2.......s
Where A11i is the constant matrix and AAi is uncertain

parameter. The others system parameter matrices have the
same form as Ai with appropriate dimension and all uncertain
parameters (Ai,ABil, ABi2 ACil, ACi2 ADil2 ADi2l,

ADi22) satisfy norm-bounded parameter uncertainties.

LAA1i AB11, AB i2 1 M111F[N1, N21 N31]
_ACi2 Ai21 AD122 LM2ii

[ACil Alil)2] = M3iF[N1i N3i] i=l, 2.......s

Where F is an unknown real matrix satisfying
FFT <I

MlI ,M20, M30 ENi N2i, N3i are the known matrices with
appropriate dimension.
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Figure 1 The schematic block diagram of switching control

A robust H controller nHi is designed for each models Pi
so that the resulting closed-loop system {Pi, Hi } is stable and
all controllers compose controller set II,

H =uni
i=l

(2)
(£ = Ai £ + Bi

U = CI£F
Hi

i=1,2.. s
Where £ is controller state.

A robust H observer Oi is designed for each close-loop
system {Pi, H1 } ( the model Pi and its controller 1i )
i=l,2, s.

(3)
0 W1= AOq +Bo

01 :{fll ilY
Yio = Ci q + Do

i=1,2.. s
Where 1] is observer state, yio is observer output.

Remark 2.1: The robust H observer Oi can not be designed
for an unstable parameters uncertain system as (1), it is
designed only for the stable system {Pi, H1i I .

Assume thatpm e P, 1 < m < s is the real plant model.

ix = Amx + Bmlu + Bm2co)
Pm: Y=Cmlx+Dml2o) (4)

IZ = cm2x + Dm2lu + Dm22
The close-loop system that results on applying controller fl
(i=1,2,. 5s) to Pm is nHiPmm

AE( (X) ( B,,
I I J = Cm mlC + mBDn2 (1

Ai XE Bi

HliPM Y [Cml O]X£ Dml2Ol)

Z=[Cm2 Dm2CVi +Dm22 0)

(5)
Combining (3) with (5), we obtain the following augmented
system HIP Oil, i={1,2 s}

zX£ t -Ai ° °
X

£

)K
= [BOCmi o]

AO °

J2&f k[2(J- D2)Cmi O] - i°C - e

Ai Z

+ BoDi2 C

K(-D1 )Dmi2

Where ef is the filtered observer error ei=y-yio given by
ef (t) = -2ef (t) +2ei (t)

(6)

(7)
2>0

When the controller n i is applied to Pm, the filtered observer
error ej=y-yjo of each observer Oj is obtained by augmented
system { HiP O;}, i,j=1,2....... s.

efj (t) = -efj (t) + Xej (t)
F

AiA0 0
x

LJL= [BCmi o] AO O j

e [k(I - Do° )Cm °] - kCj° kI j

+ BDin2 j1

K(J-Dj )Dmi2
(8)

Throughout this paper, the -norm of x=[x1 ....... x1]n E_

Rm and the induced o -norm of X E Rmxn is denoted
respectively as
Ix II:= max xi

iE{ 1,2 ...m}
n

11 XII:= max ,1 X..
ie{1,2, ml .1J

As well, the L norm of a function f :R + u {O}- R1n
is denoted as II f II:= esssup II f(t) II

t>O
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lemma2.1: if Ai of (6) is Hurwitz matrix, and co(t) is
piecewise continuous bounded signal having L norms of

Co, then there exist constants R > 0 2 > 0, such that for
all t>0,

1I 2(t) 11<.I 11 (0) 11 +42 (9)
Proof: See [1] lemma 1.

III. SWITCHING CONTROL BASED ON FEASIBLE
CONTROLLER SET

The presented switching control algorithm in this paper is
based on the feasible controller set which incorporates
simultaneous falsification of a number of controllers, therefore
improves controller converge rate and reduces computation
burden. The algorithm will determine the controller switching
time and select the correct controller from the feasible
controller set for an unknown uncertain plant Pm. The
schematic block diagram of switching control is shown as Fig
1.
Definition 3.1: A function f : N -* R is said to bounding
function if it is strictly increasing and if for certain constants
c0>0, c1>0,

p-1

f (p) /(c0 + clZ f (i)) > 1 (10)
i=l

Definition 3.2: A set F(tk)={ n[ } is said to be feasible

controller set at the kth switching time tk if when the
controller nVi is applied to Pm, the augmented system

ni PmOj } meets the following inequality at tk,
k-I

IIj (tk), efj(tk) 11< bo + b,Zf (i) (11)
i=l

for certain constants b0>0 and b1>0, i.e:
F(tk)={ n IjI the augmented system { nVi PmOj I meets(I 1)

according to (8) 1.
Remark 3.1: According to the definition of F(tk), if the state
and the error of the observer Oj meet (11), the corresponding
controller nvl of Oj belongs to F(tk). That a controller nl is

said to be feasible controller means that it is "possible" for n
to make the system stable, in other word, if a observer does
not meet (11), its corresponding controller must not be real
controller. See the property (1) of theorem 4.1.

Switching control algorithm for linear continuous systems:

Algorithm 3.1:

1). At t=initial time ti, let the feasible controller set F(tl)=
n[ I12 .IS}
2). For t>=tl, apply any controller (for example vJ ) of the

feasible controller set F(tk') to plant at tk- (k>=2)and
determine the switching time tk by

Smin lt t > tk-I 11 [E(t) T, lq(t) T, ef (t)T]T II= f(k-I)}
tk := if this minimumexist

0 otherwise

according to (6).
3).If tk=c, end. Otherwise modify F(tk l):

F(tkII)= F(tkIl) / 1I
4). Determine the feasible controller set F(tk) at tk in F(tk 1)
F(tk)= -{Hn IHn E F(tk-l)

k-i
& 11 [nl (tk) efn(tk)] Ikbo +biZf(i)I

i=l

according to (8).
5).k=k+l
6). Return 2).

Remark 3.2: The feasible controller set method is partly
similar to the Localization method [9] which apply to only
discrete system, the feasible controller set method, however,
can apply to not only discrete system, but also continuous
system.

IV. MAIN RESULTS

Assumption 4.1:

(1) 11[(t I)T ,l(t I) T,ef(tl)T IT II< f(l)

(2)11 [qi(t) T,efi(tl)T] KIT bo +bif(1)

i=1,2,...s

Theorem4.1. Consider a plant contained in P to which
algorithm 3.1 is applied at time t=t1 and assumption 4.1 holds,
then for bounded piecewise continuous signal co ,bounding
function f and certain positive constants bo,b1, c0,cl, the close-
loop system has following properties that:
1).the state of the real observer Om and the filtered real
observer error satisfy:

llm (tk )vefm(tk)'] 11< bo +bXZf(i)
i=l

at tk for suitable constants b0>0, b1>0.
2).there exist a finite time tj>=tl and constant controller 171i
such that for t>=tj, [1(j) = LI , i={ 1,2.sI, rI(j) is the
controller applied to the system at tj
Proof: The proof is too long, so omitted, refer to [1],[2]

The theorem manifests that after tj, the controller is not
switched and the real controller is found to make system
stable.
Switching controller in this paper has following advantages:
1).Since (11) is the necessary condition that the real observer
should meet, it is used as the distinguishing condition of the
feasible controllers: If a observer does not meet (11), its
corresponding controller must not be the real controller, so the
feasible controller set contains the real controller. Since the
feasible controller set F(tk) at tk is determined in F(tk l) by
algorithm 3.1, the relationship:

F(tj) D F(t2) . F(tk-1) D F(tk) D *.....
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Figure2.The output response of system with feasible controller set method

holds, the scope of the feasible controller set in which the real
controller exists can be reduced after the controller is switched
each time, i.e. the number of the controllers and observers in
Figl can be reduced after each switching, so controller can
converge fast and online estimation computation burden can
be reduced.
2).The switching control method in this paper is very simple
and the distinguishing condition is the function of the
switching number, it is therefore realistic to implement from a
practical point of view.
3).Although the switching control algorithm is designed for
continuous system. It (and theorem 4.1) can be generalized to
discrete system routinely.

V SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the switching control for the following
family of 6 plant models is considered. For simplicity and no
loss of generation, 6 models adopted for simulation is the
certain models. Due to space limitation of the paper, 6
controllers of the models Pi (i=1,2,...6 )and 6 observers of the
closed-loop systems{Pi, H1 }, i=1,2,...6, are not given. Each
model Pi has the form of

ix = AiX + Bi,u + Bi2(0
Pi y=Clx

Cz Cii2x
Where
A1=[3,-17;-67,-3]; Bll=[1;-4.3]; B12=[O.1;O.1];
Cjj=[5,7];C12=C11;
A2=[-75,7.25;-2.25,-8.25] ;B21=[O. 1;0.4]; B22=[0. 1;0.1];
C21=[-1.2,4. 1];C22=C21;
A3=[14,21.1;-46.5,-25.4];B31=[-0.18;0.33]; B32=[0.1;0.1];
C3j=[-0.45,7] ;C32=C31;
A4=[2.8,-18;-50,-2.4]; B41=[1 ;-3.3];B42=[O.1I;O.1];
C4j=[4.5,7] ;C42=C41;
A5=[3.4,-24;-64,-3]; B51=[1 ;-4];B52=[0.2;0. 1];
C5j=[0.5,3];C52=C51;
A6=[-1.9,10.9;-1.3,-12.2];B61=[O;O. 1] ;B62=[.10;0.1];
C6l= [0. 2,-0.5];C62=C61;

The bounding function f(k) =exp(k)/200, bo= 0.015,
bl=1.08, co(t) = 5. Assume that P6 is the real plant.
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Figure3.The output responds of switching system that does not adopt feasible
controller set method (no step 4 in algorithm 3.1)

The output responds of the switching system by
algorithm 3.1(feasible controller set method) is shown in Fig2,
the output responds of the switching system that does not
adopted the feasible controller set method (no step 4 in
algorithm 3.1) is shown in Fig3. Compared with the transient
response in Fig 3, the transient response in Fig 2 is better than
that in Fig 3, which manifests that the feasible controller set
method can improve the transient response of the switching
system.

For further comparison, Fig 4 and Fig5 are the controller
switching instants of algorithm 3.1 and the algorithm that
does not adopted the feasible controller set method (no step 4
in algorithm 3.1) respectively. In Fig 4, at the first switching
time, the observer 02 and controller r712 andrI5 must not be
the real controller and are excluded from the feasible
controller set, Therefore the scope of the feasible controller set
is reduced so that the controller converge more rapidly in Fig4
than in Fig 5 and the online estimation computation burden is
reduced.

VI CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new class of adaptive switching
mechanisms is presented. It is assumed that the uncertain plant
to be controlled may be described by a model contained in a
finite set of linear continuous parameter uncertain system
models P, and assumed that a finite set of robust
controllers{ ri7 1, i=1,2....... s, has been found so that for each

plant Pi e P i=1,2....... s, there exists one controller n71i
, i=1,2.. s, making the resultant closed-loop system stable,
a switching control algorithm is proposed in this paper to
select real controller out of controller set { ri,} with the
property of stability of system. This approach is based on the
feasible controller set which incorporates simultaneous
falsification of a number of controllers, therefore, improves
controller converge rate and reduces computation burden. The
potential advantages of this approach include the finite
convergence for switching, the simplicity of the stability
analysis and the applicability to both continuous and discrete
system.
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Figure 4 The controller switching instants of algorithm 3.1
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